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Introduction



Microscopic origin of friction

friction Micro Macro

Connection?collision

☆ Micro and macro dynamics are strongly connected



Microscopic origin of friction

Velocity distribution function:f(x, ⇠, t)
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Kinetic theory of gases

Macroscopic quantities
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Density

Mean velocity

average number of molecules



Mathematical questions: Long time behavior of a rigid body

F(t)
V(t)

f

1. Can we solve two different equations simultaneously? 

2. What is the decay rate of V(t)? 

3. Micro-macro connection?

• Previous results: I(f)=0 

• Main result: an example of I(f)≠0

Gas Moving body
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@tf + ⇠ ·rxf = I(f)PDE
dV (t)

dt
= �F (t)ODE

f(x, ⇠, t) = f(x, ⇠0V (t), t)BC



Rigid body motion in a special Lorentz gas

Special Lorentz gas
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[Tsuji & Aoki (2012)]

Theorem [K., J. Stat. Phys. (2018)]

For the special Lorentz gas, the decay rate of V(t) is

• " = 0: algebraic V (t) ⇡ t�5

• " > 0: exponential V (t) ⇡ e�"t



Mathematical Formulation



Mathematical Formulation

Kinetic equation

@tf + ⇠ ·rxf = I(f)

V (t)

Newton’s equation

dV (t)

dt
= �F (t)

F (t)

f

I(f): interaction term



Mathematical Formulation

Boundary condition

f(x, ⇠, t) = f(x, ⇠0V (t), t)
⇠0V (t)
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Friction
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Mathematical Formulation

Gas Moving body

f V (t)

@tf + ⇠ ·rxf = I(f) dV (t)

dt
= �F (t)

f(x, ⇠, t) = f(x, ⇠0V (t), t) F (t) =
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Coupled in both ways



Previous Result



Decay rate of V(t): Previous result

For free molecular flow, V(t) decays algebraically as

Theorem [Caprino et. al., CMP (2007)]

@tf + ⇠ ·rxf = 0Free molecular flow:

• V (t) ⇡ t�(d+2)



One and two dimensional cylinders

• V (t) ⇡ t�(d+2)

d=2: Infinite rod d=1: Infinite wall



Decay rate of V(t): Previous result

For free molecular flow, V(t) decays algebraically as

Theorem (Caprino et. al., 2007)

@tf + ⇠ ·rxf = 0Free molecular flow:

• V (t) ⇡ t�(d+2)

d=2: Infinite rod

V(t)

• F (t) = CV (t) ) V (t) = V0e
�Ct

Why algebraic?



Recollision

Micro-scale: recollision

2 Kai Koike

non-Markovian nature — memory e↵ect — of fluid force is well-studied for
viscous fluids (see e.g. [13, 14] and the references therein).

Analysis of force acting on a moving body in rarefied gas has attracted
attention due to its importance in MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical systems)
and vacuum technology [15,18,19,21–25,28–32,34]. Mathematical studies are
relatively limited and only free molecular flow (gas flow which is so dilute
that collisions among molecules can be neglected) has been analyzed [1,2,4–
8,10–12,16,20,26].

Let us review in particular a result by Caprino et al. [5]. Consider a linear
motion of a cylindrical rigid body in a free molecular flow that was otherwise
at rest (see Fig. 1). And assume that the force acting on the body is just
the gas drag D(t) and that molecules elastically reflect at the surface of the
body (specular reflection). They proved that the velocity V (t) of the moving
body decays only algebraically as V (t) ⇡ t

�(d+2), where d is the spatial
dimension (see Section 2 for a more precise definition of d). This algebraic
decay is caused by the non-Markovian nature of the drag D(t) (i.e., D(t) is
not solely determined by V (t)), which shows that memory e↵ect is crucial
in determining the long time behavior of the rigid body motion; in fact,
artificially neglecting the history part in D(t) leads to exponential decay of
V (t) [6, p. 171].

V (t)

Fig. 1 A cylindrical rigid body is moving in one direction with velocity V (t).

The memory e↵ect in free molecular flow is caused by microscopic dynam-
ics called recollision: multiple collisions of a molecule with the body (Fig. 2).
Recollision causes the velocity distribution of molecules on the surface of the
body at time t dependent on the history of V (t); therefore, the drag D(t)
also depends on the history of motion — memory e↵ect.

V (⌧1) V (t)

Fig. 2 A molecule (black dot) colliding with the body multiple times. Here ⌧1 < t.

Multiple collision of the molecules

Macro-scale: non-Markov

F (t) = CV (t) F (t) =

Z Z
· · · f d⇠dS

Markov Non-Markov

Exponential Algebraic

V (t) ⇡ e�Ct V (t) ⇡ t�(d+2)

F(t) depends on V(s) (0<s<t)



Main Result



Question: Interaction destroys non-Markovness?

Motion of a Body in a Special Lorentz Gas 3

The central question of this paper is the following: What happens to
the memory e↵ect if the molecules have certain interaction with background
obstacles?1 Intuitively, the memory e↵ect will be lost. Consider a molecule
colliding with the body at time t and ⌧1(< t). This time, however, there
may be interaction with the obstacles in-between this recollision (see Fig. 3).
If there are su�cient scattering by the obstacles, then the velocities of the
molecule at time t�0 and at ⌧1+0 are likely to be uncorrelated; therefore, the
information of the history of motion (V (⌧1) in this situation) is not conveyed
to time t. And the memory e↵ect in D(t) should be lost, which then results
in a qualitative change in the long time behavior.

V (⌧1) V (t)

Fig. 3 A molecule may have interaction with the obstacles in-between a recollision.

This question was raised and numerically analyzed by Tsuji and Aoki
in [31] assuming rather special interaction with the background obstacles.
The resulting kinetic equation is called a special Lorentz gas.2 They showed
that the velocity V (t) of the rigid body decays exponentially if the obsta-
cles undergo thermal motion; if they are motionless, then V (t) decays al-
gebraically with a rate independent of the spatial dimension (t�4 in their
setting).

The purpose of this paper is to give a mathematical proof of this nu-
merical observation. The setting, however, is slightly di↵erent from theirs. In
this paper, the boundary condition for the kinetic equation is the specular
reflection instead of the di↵use reflection and there is no linear restoring force
applied to the rigid body; this is more close to the original setting in [5, 6].
Nevertheless, qualitatively the same asymptotic behavior as in Theorem 1 is
proved. The proof uses the methods developed in [5,6] with additional decay
estimates of the recollision terms with the help of a semi-explicit solution
formula for the special Lorentz gas (Lemma 2).

The outline of the paper is as follows: I explain the formulation in the next
section. The main theorem is stated in Section 3 and is proved in Section 4.
Some discussion of the problem is given in Section 5.

1 If the obstacles are molecules themselves and the interaction is an elastic colli-
sion, then the resulting kinetic equation is the linearized Boltzmann equation [17].

2 See [17] for a description of Lorentz gas in general.

Scattering destroys information of the past•

• Exponential decay?

• Numerical simulation
[Tsuji & Aoki (2012)]

Can we have a mathematical theory?

Analyzed a special Lorentz gas 



Special Lorentz gas

Interaction with obstacles (condensed phase)
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Decay rate of V(t): Special Lorentz gas

"

Intuitive explanation?

Confirms the numerical simulation
[Tsuji & Aoki (2012)]

•

Decay rate is independent of d•

Theorem [K., J. Stat. Phys. (2018)]

For the special Lorentz gas, the decay rate of V(t) is

• " = 0: algebraic V (t) ⇡ t�5

• " > 0: exponential V (t) ⇡ e�"t



Dependence on
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V (t)
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The memory e↵ect in free molecular flow is caused by microscopic dynam-
ics called recollision: multiple collisions of a molecule with the body (Fig. 2).
Recollision causes the velocity distribution of molecules on the surface of the
body at time t dependent on the history of V (t); therefore, the drag D(t)
also depends on the history of motion — memory e↵ect.
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Fig. 2 A molecule (black dot) colliding with the body multiple times. Here ⌧1 < t.
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rest

" = 0

Molecules are scattered most of the time

Slow molecules are sometimes not scattered

"

Almost Markov; exponential decay

Weakly non-Markov; inverse power decay



Independence on d

fast

rest

fast



Decay rate of V(t): Special Lorentz gas
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Intuitive explanation?

Confirms the numerical simulation
[Tsuji & Aoki (2012)]

•

Decay rate is independent of d•

Theorem [K., J. Stat. Phys. (2018)]

For the special Lorentz gas, the decay rate of V(t) is

• " = 0: algebraic V (t) ⇡ t�5

• " > 0: exponential V (t) ⇡ e�"t



Conclusion



Conclusion

1. Micro-macro dynamics are strongly connected — recollision 

2. Interaction destroys non-Markovness

Summary

Further question:

What about the Boltzmann equation? (Really hard question)

Visit my webpage for the paper and the slide: 
Google as “Kai Koike”


